ORGONE ACCUMULATOR
Tobias Delius (tenor saxophone)
Shane Latimer (guitar)
Justin Carroll (organ)
Steve Davis (drums)
TOUR JAN/FEB 2018
Tues 30th January – Ulster University, DERRY
Wed 31st January – Queens University, BELFAST
Thurs 1st February – Black Gate Cultural Centre, GALWAY
Friday 2nd February – Edge Hunters, Anseo, DUBLIN
Developed at Bottlenote's landmark show BLEED at the Dublin Fringe in 2016, Orgone
Accumulator wildly reinterprets that classic ensemble – the organ quartet. Bringing
together musicians based in Dublin, Belfast, Berlin and New York this group redraws the
lines for what an organ combo can be.
Tobias Delius (1964, Oxford, GB) began playing the tenor saxophone in the Ruhrgebiet,
Germany. It was in Mexico City and especially in Amsterdam that he developed his very
personal style. He now lives in Berlin. Next to leading his highly acclaimed 4tet with Han
Bennink, Joe Williamson & Tristan Honsinger, which has been going for more than 20
years and 4 CDs on the ICP label, his improvisations can be heard in a very wide variety
of contexts with musicians from all over the globe.

“Delius’s mastery of the tenor is sprawling, but the deep, warm richness of his tone is a
constant, recalling the breathy sensuality of Ben Webster, the agile gravity of Sonny
Rollins, and the pinched phrasing of Archie Shepp …”
Peter Margasak, Chicago Reader.
Shane Latimer is a Jazz guitarist based in Dublin performing with variety of Irish and
international groups. He is a joint curator of the annual Bottlenote Festival of improvised
music and has developed improvised music shows such as 'The Walls Have Ears',
'BLEED' and 'Monster Music'. A faculty member at Newpark Music Centre since 2006, he
lectures on Improvisation, Ensemble Studies and Jazz Guitar to students of the Jazz and
Contemporary Music programme at Dublin City University.
Dublin-born Justin Carroll is a keyboardist and composer currently living in New York
City. Justin plays acoustic piano, hammond organ, various electric keyboards and plays in
numerous musical situations. Justin has toured with Van Morrison band, written and
performed music for contemporary dance and theatre and has made collaborative projects
with many jazz musicians internationally.
Steve Davis is a professional percussionist and composer and has been active in such
fields in the UK and Europe. Steve was born in Belfast and is known as much for his jazz
drumming as his free improvisational style of playing. He started having a strange interest
in hitting things to get a sound out of them around the age of 12 and he has continued this
obsession ever since.
“He is the most musical of drummers, ever empathic and sensitive.” Jazzwise.

